TWO NEW TENTS AND VERSATILE TARP EXTEND EASY CAMP GO OPTIONS
Let the adventures begin. Easy Camp has introduced
two new tents and a handy versatile tarp to its GO
range. The additions offer yet more choice to the
range that’s popular with anyone looking for great
value tents to open new horizons. Perfect for
trekking, cycling, kayaking and life on the campsite…
The two Magnetar tents ooze practical appeal and
reliability in two and four berth models that add
value to the range’s focus on lightweight camping
trips and bases for outdoor pursuits. Both Magnetars
appear in Rustic Green while the 200 adds Steel Blue
to the choice.
The 200 (pictured right) and 400 (pictured below left) models
are easy and fast to pitch thanks to the tunnel design. Each is
made from fire retardant PU-coated polyester held up by
fibreglass poles, and pack down into a convenient small size.
Entered by a side door, the extended porch provides ample
space for storage and food preparation. Front and rear vents
allow the adjustment of air flow to minimise condensation
while the Sleep-Tight
inner reduces light
entry to enhance sleep quality. Other features include
organiser pocket and lantern hanging point.
Finally, you’ll love the many ways the versatile Void Tarp
(pictured below right) can be pitched to offer simple
shelter for your life outdoors. Its 3x3m lightweight,
durable fabric takes up little space when packed and the
two sturdy 2m poles each break down into four sections.
Tent extension, picnic awning, bushcraft camp shelter…You’ll be amazed at how useful this tarp can
be on solo jaunts, with your friends or on family
outings and holidays.
For further information about Easy Camp GO tent
range, including RRPs and details of your nearest Easy
Camp dealer, visit easycamp.com
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RRP: Magnetar 200 £89.99; Magnetar 400 £124.99; Void Tarp £71.99
Website: easycamp.com
GO tents: easycamp.com/en-gb/webshop/camping-tents?collection=Go
Magnetar 200: easycamp.com/en-gb/webshop/camping-tents/magnetar-200-steel-blue
easycamp.com/en-gb/webshop/camping-tents/magnetar-200-rustic-green
Magnetar 400: easycamp.com/en-gb/webshop/camping-tents/magnetar-400-rustic-green
Void tarp: easycamp.com/en-gb/webshop/camping-tents/void-tarp-rustic-green
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